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Insoection Summary: Inspection conducted from November 12, 1993 to February 1,1994
(Report Nos. 50-352/93-30 and 50-353/93-30).

Area Insoected: A reactive inspection was conducted to review the circumstances
surrounding the failure of emergency diesel generator (EDG) D14 to start on
October 26,1993, (62702). The inspectors also reviewed related vendor information,
modifications, and conducted a walkdown of the EDG.

Results The inspectors identified three violations of NRC requirements. Two of the
violations, regarding the failure to properly complete maintenance procedure steps and the
failure implement vendor recommended inspections, are being cited. The failure to control
the configuration of a pipe support on the air start distributor was not cited because it
satisfied the criteria for not citing violations provided in the NRC Enforcement Policy. The
root cause for the failure of D14 was identified and the corrective actions taken were
appropriate. Specifically, .the failure to correctly set the air start distributor in 1986 was the
cause of the diesel failure. Several examples ofinadequate maintenance practices were
identified by the inspectors. The 1986 air start distributor timing error was not identified
during a 1993 diesel generator overhaul due to the failure to properly implement steps of the
diesel generator overhaul maintenance procedure. The inspectors also identified that a
vendor recommendation to conduct inspections and part replacements to correct the potential
for tang to air start distributor deformation were not completed. Overall, the inspectors
concluded that additional management attention is required to ensure that the diesel
generators are properly maintained.
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DETAILS

1.0 INSPECTION OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this inspection was to review the events surrounding the October 26,1993,
failure of emergency diesel generator (EDG) D14 to start. This reactive inspection also
evaluated the effectiveness of the root cause evaluation and corrective actions. The inspector
also reviewed related vendor information, modifications, and conducted walkdowns of the
diesel generators to assess the equipment condition.

2.0 FINDINGS

2.1 Failure of D14 to Stnrt

Event Description

On October 26,1993, D14 failed to start during a routine technical specification surveillance
test. Each EDG has two independent air start systems which normally operate in parallel.
The lower air start system had been previously removed from service for corrective
maintenance on a leaking valve. The licensee had conducted the last successful routine ,

surveillance test of D14 on September 28,1993. Therefore, the period between the last !

successful surveillance test and the EDG failure was 29 days. The Technical Specifications
allow one EDG to be out of service for 30 days. The licensee determined that no other i

systems or components were out of service during this time that would have, in conjunction
with the inoperable D14, violated technical specification requirements,

l,

Root Cause EvalualiOH )

Following the start failure, an inspection of the upper air start system was performed by the
licensee. The licensee identified that the upper air start distributor cam was approximately
60 out of position. This caused the engine to fail to start when the engine stopped in
certain positions and the lower air start system was out of service. The licensee determined |

that the air start distributor cam had been inadvertently lined up to the #10 cylinder rather
than the #8 cylinder in 1986.

i

By reviewing maintenance history records, the licensee determined that the EDO vendor
representative had adiusted the air start distributor cam on April 27,1986. On May 9,1986,
the licensee re-timed the engine. This maintenance was documented in maintenance request
form (MRF) 8603, which states that the engine was re-timed to the number eight cylinder at
top dead center (48 on the crankshaft) and lined up with the "AR3" mark.

In July of 1993 a five year overhaul of the Unit 1 EDGs, including D14 was performed.
This work was performed in accordance with Procedure PMQ-020-010, " DIESEL ENGINE
EXAMINATION AND GENERAL M AINTENANCE," Revision 14, dated June 30,1993.
Steps 7.27.7 and 7.27.8 of this procedure required the engine to be aligned to the 48*
position and a verification of the upper air start distributor be made to assure that the AR3
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mark lined up with the #8 cylinder. The inspectors noted that the Maintenance Data Record
Form (MDRF) for Steps 7.27.7 and 7.27.8 were signed off and double verified as complete.
The inspectors interviewed the mechanics that completed these steps. The mechanics stated
that they checked the pin punch type matchmarks on the air start distributor shaft and
overspeed trip tang. The mechanics stated that they did not sign off for the air start
distributor being in the number eight cylinder position. The mechanics stated that their
signoff was the assurance that they aligned the matchmarks on the distributor shaft to the
overspeed governor / main cam shaft, not the air start distributor. The mechanics stated that
they thought that the vendor service representative, who was with them during the overhaul,
checked the air start distributor timing marks. The vendors daily notes for the overhaul
indicated that he did not check the air start distributor timing.

The licensee made a timing model of the various components affected by the mis-adjustment
of the air start system timing. They concluded that a 60 error could cause the engine not to
start. They discussed the model with the vendor and determined that the mistiming could
cause the engine not to start when the engine stopped in certain positions.

Conclusions

The licensee stated that the root cause of the failure to start was the mis-position of the air
start cam in 1986. This failure to start required two conditions for the failure to occur.
First was the lower air start system had to be out of service. Second, the engine had to
come to rest in a position that allowed the upper air start distributor to fail to perform
properly. Therefore, with the lower air start system out of service, the cause of the failure
to start was an "out of time" air start distributor cam. That is, the engine came to rest in a
position that allowed the air start system to vent the starting air through an open cylinder, or
the air start distributor allowed two cylinders to " fight" each other prevented the engine start.
They concluded that they mis-positioned the cam in 1986 and it has been in this configuration
since that time.

Corrective Actions

The licensee appropriately set the air start distributor timing and successfully tested the EDG.
The corrective actions taken were appropriate with the exception of not inspecting for tang
deformation es described in section 2.2 of this inspection report.

Assessment

The inspectors concluded that the licensee failed to properly set the air start distributor
| timing in accordance with station maintenance procedures in 1986. In addition, the licensee ,

again failed to properly implement procedural steps during the June 1993 overhaul of D14.
Had the maintenance procedure been followed during the overhaul, the October 26,1993
EDG failure would have been prevented. Technical Specification 6.8.1.a requires that
written procedures be established, implemented and maintained covering the specified

.
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maintenance activities. Maintena.we Procedure "PMQ-020-010, DIESEL ENGINE !
EXAMINATION AND GENERAL MAINTENANCE, specines in part in steps 7.27.7 and j

7.27.8 to bar engine to No. 8 cylinder inner dead center (48 degrees on the coupling pointer
and reinstall upper air start distributer with gasket, aligning matchmarks between the
camshaft and the distributer shaft. Ensure distributer cam is installed with the AR3 timing
mark aligned to the No. 8 cylinder port. During the D14 overhaul, in June / July 1993, the
air start distributor cam was not installed with the AR3 timing mark aligned up to the No. 8
cylinder port. The failure to properly implement these procedural steps is a violation of
Technical Specification 6.8.1.a (Violation 50-352/93-30-01). An NRC Unresolved item
concerning the failure of D14 to start (UNR 50-352/93-25-02) was opened pending the NRC
review of PECO Energy's final investigation of the event. The unresolved item is closed
since the event resulted in the issuance of a violation, as documented in this inspection

report.

2.2 Tang to Air Start Distributor Deformation

In 1989, LGS identified a condition where the tang and slot, used to drive the upper air start
distributor, was deformed. The EDG vendor issued a service information letter in 1991 that
recommended tang deformation inspections and part replacements, to prevent recurrence.
The inspector reviewed the actions taken by the licensee to address this service information
letter and the potential impact that tang deformation may have had on the failure of D14 to
start.

The purpose of the tang and slot connection is to allow easy assemblyk.isassembly and
maintain a positive, specific mechanical relationship between the engir.e and the air start
distributor. The deformation of the tang changes the timing relationship between the engine
and the air start distributor timing. A severe disturbance of this relationship can prevent the
engine from starting. Inspection of the tang deformation requires the disassembly of the
upper air start distributor.

The EDG vendor sent a letter containing service information to LGS, and other licensees
with similar EDGs on April 25,1991. This letter recommended an inspection to measure
tang misalignment and replace parts to correct the problem. The letter stated that these
inspections are necessary when reassembling the air start distributor to the engine. The air
start distributor was reassembled during the 1993 overhaul of D14. The D14 tangs were not
inspected nor were the new parts installed, to prevent recurrence of the tang-to-slot problem.
The tang deformation inspection was also not condocted following the failure of D14 to start
in October 1993. The last tang deformation inspection of D14 was conducted in 1989.

The inspector noted that severe tang deformation could adversely affect the air start
distributer timing. The EDG vendor stated that, in the worst case, the tang joint could
deform enough to prevent the engine from starting due to an out of timing condition. The
air start distributer timing was identified as the cause for the October 1993 failure of D14.
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The licensee's engineering staff stated that tang deformation played little or no role in the
failure of D14. However, this judgement could not be verified due to the absence of recent ;

tang deformation inspection results.

The inspectors noted that Limerick's program to track vendor documents did not address the
vendor information transmitted in the EDG vendor April 25,1991, letter. The licensee
stated that the informatio was missed because the EDG vendor sent the letter to system
engineering rather than to the normal approved route. The system engineer failed to
incorporate this letter into the vendor manual. The inspectors asked if there was a formal
program to evaluate the type of document such as the EDG vendor April 1991 letter. The
technical staff stated that if the document was not clearly identify as specific vendor manual
information, it might not become incorporated into the appropriate vendor documents. LGS
depends on the various ve, b to identify incoming documents as necessary for
incorporation into the vendo manual.

The inspector concluded that Limerick's program for reviewing vendor information was
inadequate for this scryice information letter. Limerick Technical Specifications, Section
4.8.1.1.2.e.1 requires during every refueling cycle, subjecting the diesel to an inspection in
accordance with procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations
for this class of standby service. LGS did oat prepare a procedure to perform upper air start
distributor shaft alignment inspection as recommended in the EDG vendor's April 25,1991,
letter. There have been two opportunities to perform the inspection, during the 1993 EDG
overbaul and following the October 1993 EDG failure. The failure to conduct the
inspections, recommended by the EDG vendor, is a violation of Technical Specification
4.8.1.1.2.e.l. (Violation 50-352/93-30-02).

2.3 Air Start System Removal

The inspector reviewed the technical evaluation that was performed to document the basis for
removing one of the two independent EDG air start systems from service. The technical
evaluation was reviewed to verify that the licensee had documented a sound technical basis
for air start system removal.

The removal of one of the independent air start systems is desirable to facilitate EDG
maintenance. The LGS Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, Section 9.5.6.2 states that ,

each diesel generator is equipped with two independent air starting systems. Prior to 1992, p. 1

10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation had been documented for the removal of the lower air stalt
system only. The licensee evaluated the impact of removing either the upper or lower air
systems on EDG performance in 1992. The PECO Energy's Chesterbrook Engineering
Group prepared engineering evaluation A0656923, October 21,1992, to document the
technical basis for removing either the upper or lower air start system from service. |

l
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IEngineering evaluation A0656923 discussed a difference between the upper and lower
independent air start systems. Specifically, the evaluation noted that the upper air start
system feeds the aft main bearing air booster oil pump. The air booster oil pump was 1

installed by the EDG vendor to provide a temporary " shot" of oil to the rear main bearing
and front generator bearings. The air booster oil pump was installed to enhance the EDG
reliability. While the engineering evaluation mentioned this difference, it did not thoroughly
quantify the reduction in EDO reliability when the upper air start systern and the air booster
oil pump were removed from service. )
Engineering evaluation A0656923 stated that the removal of one air start subsystem from j

service will reduce the available margin between the normal starting time of the EDG and the i

10 second requirement. The engineering evaluation did not quantify the magnitude of the I
reduction in start time. The licensee technical staff stated that the reduction in start time |

'would be minimal. In addition, the EDGs are verified to start within 10 seconds with only
one air system in-service during routine surveillance testing.

1

The inspector concluded that engineering evaluation A0656923 was weak. The engmeenng
evaluation failed to thoroughly assess the impact on EDG reliability of removing the air boost
oil pump from service and did not provide adequate information to assess the reduction in 1

EDG starting time. 1

l
:

2.4 EDG Air Boost Oil Pump Modification

The inspector reviewed the licensce's actions taken to install a modification to provide an air
supply to the air booster oil pump from either the upper or lower air start headers. This
modification would allow air booster oil pump operation from the lower air start system
when the upper air start header is removed from service.

A recommendation to install this design change was documented in October 1992, in
engineering evaluation A0656923. The engineering evaluation recommended that the plant
staff should consider a small modification to feed the booster from each air start subsystem.
The evaluation stated that the specifics of the design were currently available because the
spare EDG at Peach Bottom had previously been modified. However, the inspector noted
that this modification was not installed on D14.

The inspector concluded that additional management attention is necessary to ensure that this
modification is properly prioritized in accordance with current industry initiatives to improve
EDG reliability.
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2.5 EDG Walkdown

The inspectors conducted a walkdown of the EDGs to assess their material condition.
,

I

The inspectors identified a clamp used to support the air start piping unattached and placed |
'

on top of the air start piping. Following identification, the licensee's maintenance staff
promptly re-attached the clamp to the air start piping. The licensee engmeering staff
performed an engineering evaluation to determine if the air start piping was adequately
supported without the installation of the clamp. The evaluation determined that without the ]
clamp installed, the air start piping would exceed the maximum American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code allowable stress during a seismic event. The calculated
stress for this section of air start piping was less that the yield stress.

1

Based on the stress calculations, the inspector concluded that the safety significance of this
issue was low because the calculated stress was less than the yield stress. The corrective
actions taken by the licensee appropriately addressed this issue in a timely manner. In
accordance with NRC requirements, design changes shall be subject to design control
measures commensurate with those applied to the original design. The removal of the air
start piping support was not subject to design control measures commensurate with those
applied to the original design. The NRC has determined that the criteria in Section VH.B.2
of the NRC Enforcement Policy was satisfied and no notice of violation would be issued.
However, someone purposely place the clamp on top of the piping, and failed to notify
appropriate personnel or initiate an equipment trouble tag. It appears that, additional
attention may be necessary to assure that the deficiencies are properly identified and
configuration control of safety-related systems is maintained.

3.0 EXIT MEETING

The exit meeting was conducted on February 1,1994, at the Limerick Generating Station.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the inspection findings and conclusions. Persons
contacted and those in attendance at the exit meetings are listed in Attachment 1, below. .

This exit was supplemental and a continuation of the November 24,1993, exit held at
Limerick. The licensee provided additional information regarding the inspection findings at
the exit meeting that have been addressed in this report.

,
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. ATTACHMENT 1

Persons Contacted

PECO Energy

R. Boyce Plant Manager LGS
* F. Cebular Metallurgical Engineering

N. D'Archangelo Maintenance Foreman
+ S. Dennett PECO Maintenance
*+ D. Fetters Director - Maintenance

L. Fusegni SWEC -

M. GallagFer PECO
A. Heidentelder Maintenance Training

*+ D. Helwig Vice President
K. Hibbs PECO Maintenance
K. Jeffers PECO Maint/ Tech Staff
C. Klebe Design Engineering*

C. Kranich PECO Maintenance
R. Kropp PECO Maintenance Foreman
W. Lewis Manager - Engineering*

M. McCabe Licensing*

W. McFarland Mechanical Engineering*

T. Miller Coltec
J. Muntz Director - Engineering*

D. Neff Regulatory Engineering*

*+ J. Ottaviano System Manager
M. Sanghaji UE&C

*+ T. Shannon System Manager
* G. Stathes Mechanical Engineering
*+ G. Stewart Engineer - Experience Assessment
+ T. Strawley PECO Maintenance

T. Stevenson Coltec
D. Shaner Experience Assessment
R. Vaughan PECO Maintenance

* W. Vollmer Sr. Manager - Civil / Mechanical Engineering PECO-NED
L. Yates PECO Maintenance

,
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Attachment 1 2 i

U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Commission ;

,

* C. Anderson Chief, PB2, DRP
J. Durr Chief, EB, DRS*

*+ T. Easlick Resident Inspector
N. Perry Senior Resident Inspector*

+ W. H. Ruland Chief, Electrical Section, EB, DRS
A. Wilford NRR*

+ denotes present at first exit.
denotes present at second exit.*
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